To be installed in the same location as existing, using the same pole.

Structural and Color Notes for Vertical Pylon:
- Clear solar grade flat polycarbonate faces with 3/4" embossed DUNKIN’ letters.
- DUNKIN to be painted to match DD orange PMS 165C
- Apostrophe to be painted to match DD magenta PMS 219C
- Background is second surface white
- 11" extruded aluminum cabinet with 1.5" retainer all around
- Two sides (street side and bottom) of cabinet/retainers to be painted white; two sides (store and top) cabinet/retainers to be painted to match PMS 7540C (dark gray)
- 2" reveal and bottom aluminum shroud to be painted to match PMS 7540C.
- Illuminated with white LEDs
- UL Listed